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Pablo R. Carel 1tool 2.6.46 2.6.57 SP1The Adelaide City Football Club will be run as a standalone entity under Melbourne Victory after a consortium led by benefactor Peter Jackson confirmed plans to purchase the ailing A-League club. An announcement of the sale of the club to a consortium led by coach Ange Postecoglou and made up of existing football executives including former Socceroo Craig Foster,
former Sky commentator Aaron Noonan and former Thunder player Scott Chipperfield was made public as Premier Campbell Newman and Sports Minister Kate Lundy watched on. The deal, which will see Adelaide Crescents' home at Hindmarsh Stadium announced as the venue for the 2018 FFA Cup Final, was made official on Monday. "The Adelaide City Football Club has a rich history and is one of the
oldest and most-respected football clubs in Australia," said Jackson, who is on the board of the City Football Group holding company that now owns the club, which won the 2014 FFA Cup. "I have always had a vision for Adelaide City to be one of the best football clubs in Australia. "This has been a very positive process and all involved have worked very hard to secure the right club and facilities to return to

Adelaide for our football fans. "In the next five years, we plan to build on the success of 2014 and other great moments from the 2014/15 FFA Cup which included the Club's famous run all the way to the Cup Final and its successful move to Hindmarsh Stadium for 2017/18." Jackson said the sale to the City Football Group was “a great opportunity” for the club. "I believe Adelaide City has a bright future under
the guidance of Ange Postecoglou and Scott Chipperfield and I look forward to continuing to work with our partners in the City Football Group to establish a successful City Football Club. "I look forward to joining the City Football Group at the centre of the Australian football community." The new owners will inject immediate funding into the club and will be expected to spend roughly $2 million a season

over the next five years. "The Adelaide City Football Club has already had a significant injection of capital in recent years and we will implement a further amount in the coming weeks to ensure the Club is stable and well-placed," said Postecoglou and Chipperfield. "We understand that the Club
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